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ABSTRACT 

COMPUTATION OF KELVIN CHAIN RETARDATION SPECTRA OF AGING CONCRETE 

Zden~k P. Ba~ant and Ali Asghari 
Department of Civil Engineering 

Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60201 USA 

(Communicated by F. H. Wittmann) 
(Received May 2, 1974; in final form June 17, 1974) 

A method of computing the age-dependent spectra of a Kelvin chain 
model from given data on creep of concrete is presented, along with a 
full listing of a FORTRAN IV subroutine. The method is based on a 
Dirichlet series expansion of creep rate as a function of the dura
tion of creep test at constant current time. The inverse retardation 
moduli are approximated as a Dirichlet series in concrete age and as a 
q.uintic polynomial in the logarithm of the retardation time. These 
approximations serve at the same time as a smoothing device. They 
also enable explicit expressions for creep functions. The retarda
tion moduli are determined by the method of least-squares. Numerical 
examples demonstrate that the retardation spectra completely charac
terize concrete creep because the original creep function can be re
covered from them with a negligible error. The retardation spectra 
provide a rate-type creep law, which is necessary for analyzing large 
structural systems. 

Une m~thode de calcul des spectres de retardation du b~ton ~ des ages 
diff~rents est pr~sent~e, avec un programme en FORTRAN IV. Le fluage 
lin~aire est d~crit par une chaine de Kelvin dont les modules de res
sorts El, ••• ,En d~pendent de l'age. Les coefficients El1, ••• ,~1 sont 
introduits sous 1a forme d'une s~rie d'exponentielles de l'age et d'un 
polynome quintic de 1a racine quintic du temps de retardation, et on 
les calcule par la m~thode des plus petits carres. Les exemples 
numeriques montrent que les courbes de fluage donnees peuvent etre 
obtenues a partir des spectres. Les spectre fournissent une loi de 
fluage en forme d'~quations diff~rentielles, ce qui est utile pour Ie 
calcul des constructions a grand nombre d'inconnues. 
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Introduction 

Relaxation and retardation spectra are fundamental characteristics of 

decaying phenomena, having a similar significance as the frequency response 

spectra have for periodic phenomena. In the case of concrete creep, computa

tion of the spectra is greatly complicated by a change of material properties 

with age, called aging. An efficient algorithm for computing the age-depend

ent relaxation spectra, corresponding to a Maxwell chain model, has been pre

sented in a preceding paper (1). The aim of this paper is to develop a com

putational algorithm for the age-dependent retardation spectra, which corres

pond to the Kelvin (or Voigt) chain model (Fig. 1). 

I/EI4 
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Fig. 1. Kelvin Chain Model and Retardation Spectrum. 

A method for computing the Kelvin chain parameters from concrete creep 

data has already been presented in (2). However, in this method the elastic 

moduli of the Kelvin chain are obtained negative for certain periods of time. 

Although this fact does not preclude the use of Kelvin chain models in numer

ical creep analysis, it is physically unacceptable. A different method which 

is free of this drawback will be developed herein. 

For a detailed discussion of the reasons for using the Kelvin or Maxwell 

chain models, the preceding papers may be consulted (1,2). 

Mathematical Formulation 

Without detracting from generality, attention may be restricted to uni

axial stress-strain relations. The Kelvin chain model (Fig. 1) then provides 

the following relations: 

n a - old 
£ L £ , £ a n (t)~ (]1 = 1, ... ,n), (1) 

]1=1 ]1 ]1 E (t)' ]1 ]1 ]1 
]1 

where £ strain, a stress; E and n are age-dependent spring moduli and ]1 ]1 
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dashpot viscosities of the ~-th Kelvin unit in the chain (Fig. 1); E 
~ 

strains = strain in the ~-th unit; cr~ = stress in the ~-th dashpot; t 

799 

hidden 

time = 

age of concrete measured from its casting; dots denote time derivatives, e.g. 

a = da/dt. It should be noted the elastic relation E = (a - a )/E is not 
~ ~ ~ 

equivalent to that in Eq.(l) and is thermodynamically impossible in the case 

of a hardening material (3). Because of this fact, the differential equations 

for the age-dependent Kelvin chain are more difficult to integrate than those 

for Maxwell chain (1). 

The ratios n (t)/E (t) are called retardation times T and the plot of 
~ ~ ~ 

I/E~ versus log T~ is called retardation spectrum. In the preceding paper (1), 

it has been shown in detail that, for the Maxwell chain, the T~-values may and 

must be chosen, provided they are sufficiently densely distributed in log-time 

and cover the whole range of interest (Fig. 1). The same reasons apply here. 

In particular, T~ may be considered time-constant and, based on practical 

experience, a suitable choice is 

0, ~-z 
T = 10 TZ for ~ = 2,3, •.• ,n. 
~ 

(2) 

The zero retardation time is necessary to express instantaneous elastic de

formations. 

Excluding a 
~' 

Eq. (1) may be rewritten as 

n 
E = I E 

~' 
n E + (E + n~)~~ a. (3) 

~=l 
~ ~ ~ 

By virtue of the constancy of T~, the latter differential equation may be 

easily integrated (2). Considering constant stress a = 1 acting since time t' 

(~ t), the integration yields (2) 

~(t) = ~ 1 e-(t-t')/T~ 
~ T E (t) 
~ ~ ~ 

(4) 

as may be verified by back substitution in Eq.(3). Eq.(4) is a series of real 

exponentials, called Dirichlet series. In contrast with the case of Maxwell 

chain (1), the coefficients of the series do not depend on t' but on t, which 

means that l/E~(t) can be obtained by expanding the curves of ~ versus (t- t') 

at constant t (rather than constant t'). In a previous study of experimental 

data (2) it was found that these curves can have non-decaying portions (posi

tive slope), which would mean that E~ could be negative for a certain time 

period, and because negative E~ is thermodynamically impossible the use of Eq. 

(4) was rejected. However, later it was proved (Eq. 3.33 in (3» that the 

slope of the afore-mentioned curves must always be non-positive,and so theposi-
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tive slope portions of the curves, when found from test data, are due to ex- . 
perimental error. There is thus no objection against Eq.(4}. Moreover, if £ 

is a sufficiently smooth function of t and t', given creep data can be approx

imated by the Dirichlet series with any desired accuracy.* 

If Eq.(4} were used for determining E~ from test data, a plot of £ versus 

(t - t') would have to be cons tructed from tes t data. This would involve dif

ferentiation of a random function, the experimental creep curv~and because the 

order of numerical error is always increased by numerical differentiation, . 
the scatter of £ would be much higher than that of creep data. Therefore, it 

is imperative to integrate £(t) from Eq.(4}. It has been found (2) that an 

explicit expression is possible if one assumes the dependence of l/E upon t 
~ 

also in the form of Dirichlet series, i.e., 

(~ = 1,2, ... ,n) (5 ) 

where J~k are constants. This expression at the same time ensures tkat E~(t} 

is a smooth function of t. The 'k-values are suitably chosen as 

~k' = lOk-l TI' f k 1 2 1 Tm' = 00 , ,or = " ••• ,m - , ' 

Integrating Eq.(4} and using Eq.(5} yields (4) 

J(t,t') 
n m 
I I J k~ k(t,t'}, 
~=l k=l 11 ~ 

t - t' 1- e -(t-t' }/T~k -t' ILk' 
'" (t t') - -- e 'I'~k' -,~ (t-t')/,.~ , 

, " ~ k 
'~k = -,---"':+:-=," 

~ k 

(6 ) 

(7) 

(8) 

where J(t,t') creep function (or creep compliance) strain at time t caused 

by a constant unit stress acting since time t'. 

Identification of Material Parameters from Test Data 

The problem of identifying the retardation spectrum from given test data 

is now reduced to fitting Eq.(7} to test data. Because this problem is equiv

alent to fitting Eq.(5} to the creep rate data, one may expect the same diffi

culties as those in fitting any test data with the Dirichlet series. It ap

pears that J l1k are unstable functions of test data, namely the same data can 

be fitted nearly equally well by very different sets of J~k-values, i.e., the 

*Note that <l~/a(t -t'} = a2 J(t,t'}/at a(t- t'} = -a 2J(t,t'}!atat', in 
which one may substitute -aJ(t,t'}/at' = L(t,t'} = £ at time t caused by a 
unit stress impulse (Dirac function) that occurred in time t'. The response 
to a stress impulse must always decay with time; hence <lL(t,t'}/at < 0 and 
a~/a(t-t') < O. -
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solution of the identification problem is not unique. To avoid the computa

tional difficulties inherent to non-uniqueness, it is necessary to require 

that l/~ as a function of log '~ is sufficiently smooth, which is certainly 

also a physically natural assumption to make. The most convenient way of im

posing a smoothing condition is to assume l/E~ as a low order polynomial in 

log,. Thus. in view of Eq.(4), it will be assumed that 
~ 

(9) 

The value of J~k for ~ = 1 must be excluded from this smoothing polynomial be

cause it does not characterize a single l/E~-value but rather a sum of all 

l/E~-values for which '~ is less than '2 (see Fig. 1). Equation (4) may now 

be compactly rewritten as 

N+2 1 m -tIL' N+2 
J = L CR.k fR.{~)' E (t) = L e k L CR.k f R. (~) 

]Jk R.=l ~ k=l R.=l 

in which for ~ > 1: 

fl (~) = 1, f2 (~) = ~, f3{~) = ~2, ••• ,fN+2{~) 0 

and. for ]J 

Substituting for J~k in Eq.(7) finally provides 

m N+2 

1. 

n 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

J{t.t') = L L CR.kHR.k{t,t'), HR.k{t,t') 
k=l R.=l 

L fR.{~H~k(t,t'). (13) 
~=l 

The condition of optimum fit of given data may now be expressed as 

q, = L L U L CR.kHR.k(t.t') - JraF + II WR,kC~k + q,1 = min. (14) 
exr kR, k.t 

where j given data points J{t' + t ,t'), for discrete ages t' = t' (ex = rex ex r ex ex 
1.2,3, ••• ) and discrete elapsed times t- t' = t (r = 1,2.3 .... ). The data 

r 
points must be distributed sufficiently densely in log-time over the whole 

range of (t - t') values and t' values considered. 

The weights. wR.k' which are to be suitably chosen. are introduced in Eq. 

(14) in order to suppress the curvatures of the spectrum, which seems to be 

essentially a random property. A further suitably chosen weight, WI' must be 

introduced in Eq.(14) by means of the term 

(15) 

This term gives a penalty for unsmooth dependence of coefficients CR.k upon k. 
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This penalty is necessary because C~k determine through Eq.(9) the coeffi

cients J~k of the Dirichlet series in Eq.(5), and as is well known (see also 

(1,2», the problem of identifying the coefficients of a Dirichlet series from 

given values of the series has a non-unique (unstable) solution and leads to 

ill-conditioned systems of equations, unless an additional condition, such as 

the afore-mentioned smoothness requirements, is imposed. The term J~k for 

k = m and all ~ must be left out from the smoothing condition in Eq.(15), for 

it represents a constant term of the series in Eq.(5) (since T' = ~). and such 
m 

a constant term actually stands for a sum of all exponential terms which are 

beyond the range of the ages of interest in Eq.(5). Coefficients J~k for k = 

m are determined by means of coefficients C~m' Eq.(9), and consequently these 

coefficients may not appear in Eq.(15). This is the reason why the upper 

limit of the sum in Eq. (15) is m- 1 rather than m. 

By imposing the minimizing conditions a~/aCpq 

lowing system of m(N+2) linear equations for C 

0, one obtains the fol-

in which 

.tk 
N+2 m 
I I A C~k = B 
~=l k=l pq~k pq 

A = I L H 
pq~k H~k + 15 15 w 

pk q~ pq 
+w 

pq~k' 
CY. r pqCY.r CY.r 

B 
pq = I I J H , 

rCY. pqCY.r CY. r 

W 2w
l

, W q-l P qp q pqp 

W wI' W 
P q P q P q P q+l 

W wI' W p qp q p q P q-l 

W 0 
p q p q 

Kronecker delta, and 

W q+1 -WI for 2 2. q < m - 2 p q p 

-WI for q 1 

-WI for q = m-l 

for all other subscripts. 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

In computer programming, the use of standard subroutines for linear equations 

requires that the quadruple subscripts of matrix Apq~k be replaced by double 

subscripts i,j, Le., A "k = A .. where i = p+(N+1)(q-l),j =.t+ (N+1)(k-l). pq", 1J 
Similarly, the double subscripts of matrix Bpq must be replaced by a single 

subscript i, i.e., Bpq = Bi • The solution of the equation system, Eq.(16), is 

obtained from the equation solving subroutine as a singly subscripted matrix 

Ci , which must then be converted to the double subscripted matrix C~k' Subse

quently, one can express the retardation spectra for various t'-values with 

the help of Eq.(lO). 
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For the same reason as in the case of relaxation spectra (1), the E~(t')

values for the retardation times '~ which are greater than about 30t' are 

physically meaningless, because no significant deformation rate can occur in 

the corresponding dashpots at age t', regardless of the previous deformation 

history. The value of these E~-moduli at age t' can be arbitrarily changed 

without any appreciable effect on the response of the chain. In particular, 

all such E~(t')-values can be set equal to 00. The physically meaningful part 

of retardation spectrum at age t' therefore ends at log '~~ log (30t'). The 

remaining part of the spectrum is meaningless (and is not shown in Fig. 3); 

but for convenience in programming it need not be eliminated from Eq.(lO) for 

~. Furthermore, those coefficients J~k in Eq.(5) for which '~ is greater 

than about 30'k have no effect on the response of the Kelvin chain because 

they appreciably affect only E~-values at and after time t' = Tko Conversely, 

these coefficients cannot be determined uniquely from test data, and if they 

were not intentionally related to other J~k-values by means of Eq. (9), and if 

zero weights were used in Eq. (14), an ill-conditioned system of equations 

would result. 

Practical Application 

Since determination of retardation or relaxation spectra is necessary to 

enable creep analysis of large structural systems, a FORTRAN IV subroutine is 

given in the Appendix to facilitate applications. Comments within the sub

routine explain the details of its organization as well as the input and out

put data. (The subroutine computes the spectra for a cost of less than $3, 

using the machine CDC-6400.) 

As a practical example, the given creep data are assumed as the solid 

lines in Fig. 2. (These lines represent smoothed test data of L'Hermite and 

Mamillan (5), the same as those used in (1).) The retardation spectra obtained 

with the help of the subroutine in the Appendix are shown in Fig. 3, using a 

quintic polynomial for the functions J~k' Eq. (9). As a check, the creep 

curves are computed from parameters C£k of the spectra, using Eqs.(9),(8) and 

(7), and the result is indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 2. The deviation 

from given data is acceptable, i.e. the creep curves are recovered from the 

retardation spectra with a sufficient accuracy. This proves that the retarda

tion spectra fully characterize creep properties. More accurate results can 

be obtained with higher order polynomials for J~k' It is also noteworthy that 

all E -values are positive at all times, which is necessary because of thermo-
~ 

dynamic restrictions. (In the previous formulation this condition has not 

been satisfied (2).) 
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Fig.2. Given creep function and creep 
function integrated from the 
spectra in Fig. 3. 

Fig.3. Retardation spectra ob-
tained from the creep 
function in Fig. 2. 
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APPENDIX-FORTRAN IV SUBROUTINE 

SUBROUTINE KELVIN INA.JA.ND~C.JOFC.NK,~T~RM,~UEX,W,WEI,C,FL,EHU1, 
1 T,TP.NT,TLOG,TPL,TAU,NMU,TAUPI 

C CO~PUTES TIME-DEPENDENT RETARDATION MODULI CF KFLVIN CHAIN F~OM GIVEN 
C CREEP FUNCTION J. USE~ ~UST SUPPLY SUeROUTI~F FUNCTION C~E~P WHICH 
C COMPUTES J FOR ANY TI~£ T F~OH LOADING AND ANY AGE TP AT LOACING. 

TAU 111 =1.E-30 
C THIS HEANS THAT THE FIRST SPQING IS GCU~LEO WITH NO OASHPOT. 

DO 12 MU=3.NHU 
12 TAUIMUI=TAUI"U-11·10. 

TAUPI1I=2.·TPI11 

DO 13 K=2,NK 
13 TAUPIKI=TAUPIK-11·1'. 

TAUPINKI =l.E30 

C INFINITE TAUPINKI MoANS THAT TH, N~-T~ TERH FOR EHUl IS CONSTANT 

N1=NK·NTERM C INPUT- TAUI21=SHALLEST RETA~OATION TI~E APPROPfIATE FOR GIV~~ DATA. 
e TPI1'=FIRST AGE AT LOADING. NA=~O. OF AGES TP AT LOADING, JA=NO. OF 
e AGES TP PER LOGI1CI. ~OEC=NO.CF DECADES LOGI101 OF TIME T FROH LOADING C 
C JOEC=NO. OF STEPS PE~ LOGI1GI IJOfC=2 OP 3 IS SUFFICIrNTI. 

FIRST ceMPUTE AUXILIARY AR~AY HII.IA,ITI 

DO 50 JC=1.NK C wlII=CHOSEN WEIGHTS TC SHOOTH THE SPECT~UH. SUITARLE VALUE~ ARE 
C WII,=I1 ••• D5,.D1,.05 •• 01 •• 005.C.1 REPEATEO NK TIHES, WEI=WEIGHT ON 
C SQUARED OIFFERENCES CIJK+1.JLI-CIJK.JLI. S~OOT~ING THE OEPENOfNCE ON 
C AGE. SUITABLE VALUE IS WEI=O.1. NK. NTERH. ~U~X =NUHBER OF TEP~S 
C AND EXPONENTS CORRESPONDING TO e AND FL. HUEXIJPI=IC.1.2,1.~.5.01= 
C EXPONENTS TO BE SUPPLIED. NTEQM=NO. OF TER~S IN J-SUB-MU-K =2 + DEGREE 
C OF POLYNOMIAL. 

C OUTPUT- CIJK.JLI AND FLIHU,LI=COEFFICIENTS OF THE EXPRESSION FOR EHU1. 
C EHU1IHU,IAI=INVERSE RETARDATION MODULI ICOHPLIANCESI. TIITI,TPIIAI= 
C DISCRETE TIMES FROM LOADING A~O AGfS AT LOADING, NT, NA=T~~IR NUMBEQS, 
C TLOG,TPL=TMEIR LOGARITH1S. TAUIMUI, NMU=RETAROATION TIMES AND THEIR 
C NUMBER. TAUPIKI=TAU-P~IME-sue-K. 

C 
C 

5 

9 

OIMENSION MUEXI71,WI351,CI7,51,FLI9,71,EMU119,81,TI211,TPI81, 
1 TLOGI211 ,TPLl211 ,lAUI'l1 ,TAUPISI ,HI35,8,211 ,AI35,3f",ZEI3~1, 
2 NJI351,AJI81,X3181 

CHOOSE OISC~ETE TIMES TIITI F~OM LOAOING,AGES TPIIAI AT LOADING, 
RETARDATION TIMES TAUI~UI, PARA~ETF~S TAUPI1'. 

DTR=10.··11./FLOATIJOECII 
TI1I=ITAUI21·.051·0TR 
NT=NOEC·JOEC 

00 5 IT=2, NT 
TIITI=TIIT-11·0T~ 

X7=1C.··I1./FLOATIJAII 

00 9 IA=2,NA 
TPIIAI=TPIIA-1I·X7 
TPLIIAI=ALOG1[ITPIIAII 
TPLI11=ALCG1CITPI111 

JJ=NTERM· IJO-lI 
DO 50 JP=1,NT~R~ 

I=JJ+JP 

DO 50 1A=1,NA 
00 50 IT=1.NT 
SUH=O. 

00 ~o HU=1,NMU 
TMUK=ITAUIHUI·TAUPIJQII/ITAUIHUI+TAUPIJCII 
RATI02=TIITI/T~UK 

IFIRATI02-1.E-&1 ~5,~5.~E 

C WHFN RATI02 TENDS TO ~., LI~IRATI021=o./r. US~ TAYLO~ SFRIES 

G 

~5 PHIP=1.-I.5-.1&&EE&&&67·RATI021·RATI02 
GO TO ~7 

~& PHIP=I1.-EXPI-RATI0211/RATIO? 
~7 PHI=IITIITI/TAUI~UII·PHIPI·EXPI-TPIIAI/TAUPIJOII 

IFIMU .EO. 11 GO TO ~8 

FP=FLOATIMU··HUEXIJPII 

IFIJP .EO. NTERHI FP=D. 
GO TO 39 

~8 FP=O. 
IFIJP .EO. NTFRHI FP=1. 

39 FL 111U,JPI=FP 

SINCE FP IS ALSC NEEO~O FCQ COMPUTING F"U.IT IS STORED IN Fl 

~o SUM=SUH+FP·PHI 

50 HII,IA,ITI=SUM 

C NOW COMPUTE GOEFF. A,B OF THE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS 

("') 

o 
3: 
-0 

~ 
~ ..... 
o :z 

;lC 
IT1 
--I 
):0 
;lC 

§; 
--I ..... 
o 
:z 
c.n 
-0 
IT1 
("') 
--I 

~ 
("') 
;lC 
IT1 
IT1 
-0 

("') 

o :z 
("') 

;;0 
IT1 
--I 
IT1 

<: 
o 

.j:::o 

:z 
o 

(J'1 

(X) 
o 
(J'1 



55 

DO 60 I=l,Nl 
SUH=O. 

DO 55 lA=l, NA 
DO 55 IT=l,NT 
SUH=SUH+H(I,IA.IT)"CREEP(TIITI.TPIIAII 
ZE I II =SUM 

DO 60 J=l,Nl 
SUH=O. 
IFIJ .EQ. II SUH=W(Il 

DO 58 IA=l, NA 
DO 58 IT=l,NT 

58 SUH=SUH+HII,IA,ITI"HIJ,IA,ITI 

60 ACI,JI=SUM 

C ADO HEIGHTS WHICH ENFORCE ~HOOTH DEPENDENCE OF C ON TAUP 

61 

62 

64 

Nl(l=NI(-l 
DO e.4 JC=l,NI( 
JJ=NTERH" (JC-lI 
DO e.4 JP=l,NTE"M 
I=JJ+JP 

IFIJQ .EO. NI(l GO TO 
A(I,I)=AII,II+HEI 
IFIJQ .NE. NI(11 GO TO 
J=I-NTERH 
AII,JI=AII,JI-WEI 
GO TO e.4 
IF I JQ • NE. 1 I GO TO 
J=I+NTERM 
AII,JI=AII,JI-HEI 
GO TO 64 
AII,II=AII,II+HEI 
J-I-NTERM 
AII,JI=AII,JI-WEI 
J=I+NTERM 
AII,JI=AII,JI+HEI 
CONTINUE 

64 

e.1 

62 

C USE A LIBRARY SUBROUTINE TO SOLVE EQUATIONS INJ=AUXILIARY ARRAY I 

CALL SOlSP(A,lE,N1,l,l.f-8,IERR,N1,NJI 

DO 68 JK=l,NK 
JJ=NTERM. I JI(-l I 
DO 67 JL=l,NTERM 
I=JJ+JL 

67 C(JL,JI(I=ZEIII 

68 PRINT 69, JK, ICIJL,JKI, JL=l,NTERHI 
69 FORHATI6H CIJL,I2,2HI=10E12.41 

PRINT 76, (TPIIAI, IA=l,NAI 
76 FORMATI89HOVALUES OF AJIIT,IAI OF CREEP FUNCTION J COMPUTED lAS A 

lCHECKI FRCM COEFFICIENTS CIJL,JI(II15X7HTPIIAI=10E12.41 

78 
PRINT 78 
FORMAT 139M IT 

00 90 IT=l,NT 
DO 85 IA=l,NA 
SUM=O. 

DO 80 J=l,Nl 

TlITI AJIIT,11 

80 SUH=SUH+ZEIJI"HIJ,IA,ITI 

X3IIAI=CREEPITIITI,TPIIAII 
85 AJlIAI =SUH 

AJCIT,21 ... 1 

PRINT 94, IT, T IITI, IAJIIAI, lA=l,NAI 
90 PRINT 95, IX3IIAI, IA=l,NAI 

94 FORHATllXI2,F9.3,10E12."/112X1~f12."" 
95 FORHAT(6X7HGIVEN 10E12.4/(13Xl0E12.411 

PRINT 102 
102 FORMATll05HORETARDATION SPECTRA-VALUES OF INVERSE RETARDATION MOOU 

lLI EHU11MU,IAI COHPUTED FROH COEFFICIENTS C(JL,JI(II 

PRINT 103, lTAUI~UI, MU=l,NMUI 
103 FORHAT(12HD TAUIHUI= 9E11.3/5H TIME12X4HMU=17X8HHU=2 ••• 1 

DO 140 IA=l,NA 
DO 130 HU=l,NHU 
SUH=O. 

DO 120 l(=l,NI( 
SUH1=0. 
00 110 L=l,NTERH 

110 SUH1=SUH1+CIL,KI'FL(MU,LI 
120 SUH=SUM+SUM1·EXPI-TPIIAI/TAUPIKII 

130 EHU1IHU,IAI=SUM 
SI1I1=30 ."TF IlAI 
00 135 ~U=l,NMU 
IFITAUIMUI .GE. S~MI EMU11I1U,IAI=~. 

135 CONTINUE 
140 PRINT 11,2, TPIlAI, IEMUl!HU,rAI, MU=l,NMUI 
142 FORI1ATllXE1C.3,lXll1El1.311 

RETURN 
END 
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